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INTRODUCTION

DESIGN

TESTING
Two HTS Spools

Integrated coil form magnets are a new design of high
temperature superconductor magnets, using multiple layers of
REBCO tape wound directly into a precisely machined helical
mold in one continuous path. They promise higher performance
than current “double-pancake” HTS magnets due to lower
inductance. ICF also allows an easier, more foolproof winding
process by eliminating the many delicate solder joints required to
join the double-pancake coils together.
A downside to ICF magnets is that they must be simultaneously
wound with all their conductors and steel overbanding in one shot
all the way through, while adding the concentric shells that make
up the coil form.

Completed Payoff with Stainless Tape
Existing Winding
Machine
Stainless steel coil form

HTS tape

GOALS

DC Gearmotor

•! Completed payoff was tested on
simple winding machine with
stainless steel tape
•! Flawless performance up to 6 tapes
simultaneously
•! Fix for high-tape-count jamming in
the works

ICF Magnet

10-spool HTS Payoff
•!
•!
•!
•!

High expandability / modularity
Two rows of five spools
Individual tension control via oil-filled viscous dampers
Motor used to backdrive spools to ensure constant tension and
enable unwinding on the same unit
•! Pitch and angle have 10°range of adjustability
•! First unit can mount to an existing winding machine for testing
and winding small coils
•! Payoffs can be used in parallel to wind as many tapes as
needed

Develop a method to simultaneously wind up to 100 individual
tapes while maintaining tension on all. We decided on a 10-spool
design that can be scaled up to meet the demands of the
magnets.
•! Design a 10-spool “payoff”
•! Coordinate with machine shop to fabricate a test version

50-spool concept
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•! The HTS tape is wound directly from the spools it is shipped on,
eliminating a time-consuming and potentially performancedegrading respooling process
•! The two rows of spools are mounted as close to each other as
possible to minimize the angle between the two tapes
•! Designed around McMaster-Carr parts availability
•! Components were fabricated by the machine shop and on the
HPMI waterjet

FUTURE WORK
•! Wind small magnets
•! Revise design and integrate into custom winding machine
•! Wind large magnets!
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